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Abstract
Homology modelling, currently, is the only
theoretical tool which can successfully predict protein
3D structure. As 3D structure is conserved in
sequence families, homology modelling allows to
predict 3D structure for 20% of SWISSPROT. 20%
of the proteins in PDB are remote homologues to
another PDB protein. Threading techniques attempt
to predict such remote homolognes based on sequence
information. Here, a new threading method is
presented. First, for a list of PDB proteins, 3D
structure was projected onto 1D strings of secondary
structure and relative solvent accessibility. Then,
secondary structure and accessibility were predicted
by neural network systems (PHI)). Finally, 
predicted and observed 1D strings were aligned by
dynamic programming. The resulting alignment was
used to detect remote 3D homologues. Four results
stand out. Firstly, even for an optimal prediction
(assignment based on known structure), only about
half the hits that ranked above a given threshold were
correctly identified as remote homologues; only about
25% of the fast hits were conecL Secondly, real
predictions (PHD) were not much worse: about 20%
of the first hits were correct. Thirdly, a simple
f’dtering procedure improved prediction performance
to about 30% correct first hits. The correct hit ranked
among the first three for more than 23 out of 46 cases.
Fourthly, the combination of the 1D threading and
sequence alignments markedly improved the
performance of the threading method TOPITS for
some selected cases.

Introduction
Reducing the sequence-structure gap by homology
modelling. Large scale gene-sequencing projects produce
data of gene, and therefore protein sequences, at a
breathtaking pace (Johnston, et al. 1994, Oliver, et al.

1992). However, the three-dimensional (3D 1) structure 

I Abbreviations: 3D, three-dimensional; ID, one-dimensional; PDB,
Protein Data Bank of experimentally determined 3D structures of
proteins; SWlSSPROT, data base of protein sequences; DSSP, data
base containing the secondary structure and solvent accessibility for
proteins of known 3D su’ucture; FSSP. data base of remote homologues
of known 3D swacmre; PHD, Profile based neural network prediction c~

known only for a minority of the known sequences.
Although experimental structure determination is
becoming a routine procedure 0~ttmnn 1994), the
sequence-strucune gap is increasing. Currently, the only
reliable way to predict 3D structure is homology
modelling (Greer 1991, May and Blundeil 1994). 
slzucum: can be modelled by homology for a sequence of
unknown structm’e (dubbed SOUS) if a protein of known
structure (PDB; Bernstein, et al. 1977) has significant
sequence identity to SOUS (>25%; Sander and Schneider
1994). Currently, this covers 20% (Sander and Schneider
1994) of the known sequences (SWISSPROT; Balroch
and Boeckmann 1994). What about proteins without
sequence homologne in PDB?

Threading techniques may become a second
comprehensive tool. There are nanny iL-qrnnte homologue8
(Holm and Sander 1994a), i.e., protein pairs which have
homologous 3D structures but no significant paltwise
sequence similnrity. Roughly, 20% of the promins in
PDB ate remotely homologous to other PDB proteins
(Holm and Sander 1994a). How could we model these
remote homologues? One approach is threading, i.e., the
attempt to evaluate the fitness of a sequence for a
structure (Abagyan, et aL 1994, Bowie, et al. 1990,
Bowie, et al. 1991, Bryant and Lawrence 1993, Eiseaberg,
et al. 1991, Jones, et al. 1992, Nishikawa and Matsuo
1993, Ouzounis, et al. 1993, Sip# 1993b, Sippl and Jaritz
1994, Sippl and Weitckns 1992, Wllmanns and Eisenberg
1993, Wodak and Rooman 1993). The main problem of
threading is to distinguish false positives from ~eraote
homologues. Furthermore, mean-force potentials (Sippl
1993a) are opfimised to detect suesse.s of instabilities in
protein structures caused by subtle changes, e.g., the
exchange of a few residues. This permits accurate
detection of errors in experimentally determined
structmes (Sippl 1993b). However, threading implies 
search for coarse-grained similarities rather than for fine-
grained differences. Is there another way to predict
structure when homology modelling is not applicable?

ID predictions are generally applicable and have
become significantly better. In general, 3D structure
cannot be predicted ab initio. One way out is to simplify
the prediction task, e.g., by projecting 3D sttuctta¢ onto

secondary structure (PHDsec) and solvent accessibility (PHDacc);
SOUS, protein sequence of unknown 3D mucture (e.g. aeareh sequence
in alignment Wueedure).
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Figure h ID threading:
aligning 1D predictions with 3D structures.

First, for ̄  list of proteins with known 3D structure (typically
proteins unique in terms of pairwise sequence identity, (Hobohm
and Sander 1994)) projections of 3D structure onto strings 
secondary structure and relative solvent accessibility
assignments were computed (DSSP, (Kabsch and Sander 1983)).
Second, ̄ search sequence of unknown slzucture (SOUS) was
aligned against the sequence data base (SWISSPROT (Bairoch

and Boeckmann 1994)). Third, the resnldng multiple alignment
was used as input to neural negwork systems (PHD (Ro~ and
Sander 1994a, Rost and Sander 1994b)) that predicted both
secondary stature and solvent accessibility for SOUS. Fourth,
prextiction and observation were extracted into strings composed
of ̄  six letter alphabet (Fib, He, Eb, Ee, Lb, Le). Fifth, the string
predicted for the SOUS was aligned against the strings extracted
from the data base of observed structures.

1D strings of secondary s~’ucture or solvent accessibility.
The accuracy of predicting secondary structure or
accessibility has been improved significantly using
evolutionary information (Rost and Sander 1993b, Rost
and Sander 1994a, Rost and Sander 1994b, Wako and
Blundell 1994). 1D predictions are useful in many
respects. In some cases, remote homology modelling can
be based on ID predictions. Is such a procedure restricted
to selected cases, or can 1D predictions be used, in
general, to detect remote homologues?
Fitting ID predictions into 31) structures. Structural
alignments show that secondary structure and accessibility
is conserved between remote homologues (Rost 1995). 
other words, there are conserved, global motifs of 1D
structure. The idea of the 1D threading approach
introduced here, is to detect remote homologues by
aligning 1D predictions to known 3D structures. The
approach is conceptually simple but there are many
difficulties in details. Some strategies to optlmise free

parameters will be discussed and first results will be
given.

Materials and Methods

Aligning predicted and observed 1D strings
ID motifs indicative for fold. The principle idea of
threading 1D predictions into 3D structures CIDP1TS) is
the following. Protein folds can often be described by
secondary structure motifs (Orengo, et al. 1993,
Richardson and Richardson 1989). Mostly, this requires
some information about inter-segment distances. But, in
some cases, comparisons of known secondary structure
and accessibility are sufficient to at least formulate the
hypothesis that the search sequence (SOUS) is remotely
homologous to a certain structure (Bowie, et al. I990,
Bowie, et al. 1991, Sheridan, et al. 1985). Here, the idea
was to compare 1D strings of predictions and observations
to detect remote homologues. A precondition for this
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concept to be m__~cce~fful is that 1D strings are conserved
between remote homolognes (Rnst 1995).

Detecting remote homologues by 1D structure
alignments. Dynnmic programming (Heediman and
Wunsch 1970, Smith and Waterman 1981) was used to
align predicted and observed 1D strings (Figure 1). The
string inedicted for SOUS was aligned against all proteins
in a set of unique PDB slructures. The program used was
a modified version of the multiple sequence alignment
program MaxHom (Sander and Schneider 1991, Sander
and Schneider 1994).

Merging sequence alignments and ID threading.
Below about 25% paltwise sequence identity, sequence
alignments become blurted. However, sequence
information is important even for very low identity.
Unfortunately, the signal is obfuscated by noise. The ID
TOPITS threading was combined with sequence
alignments by simply extending the six-letter alphabet to
strings with 6 x 20 different symbols. The relative
contribution of sequence infocmation was tuned by ~dmg
a ID threading comparison matrix and a usual sequence
ali~nrrtent profile matrix with varying relative weights.

1D predictions by combining evolutionary
information and neural networks
Alignment set of known structures. 3D structure was
projected onto ID strings of secondary structure and
solvent accessibility using DSSP (Kabsch and Sander
1983). For secondary structure three states were used:
helix (H), strand (E), and loop (L); for relative solvent
accessibility two states were distinguished: buried (b,
relative accessibility <16%), and exposed (e, relative
accessibility <16%). The 1D projections were extracted
for a set of unique 3D structures into six-leuer-strings
(lib, He, Eb, Ee, Lb, and Le) and stored as alignment set.

taai.A
lc2r_A
lego
lhsdA
lnpx
lphh
ltlk
3ccp
3icb
6nn9

laid
Ice.5
letu
lifo
lnsb_B
lr09_3
lwsy_A
3cro_L
4ilb

latn_A
lcn~
lgmf..A
lib3
lomf
lrbp
2aza_A
3dfr
51dh

~bmv..l
Idht
Igpl_A
Imbn
Iomp
Isgt
2gbp
3er3_E
5p21

lbov..A
Idri
lhsc
lmin..A
lp04_A
ltie
3adk
3grs
5tnc

Table l: Data set for evaluation
As ’true’ remote homologues all pairs were taken that are listed
in the FSSP data base files (Holm and Sander 1994a):
pdbid.fssp, aad that are not contained in the corresponding data
base of sequence alignments (HSSP; Sander and Schneider
1994). For all 46 proteins the PDB identifier (pdbid), and if 
chain was used the chain identifier (._X) are given..

ID predictions by PHD. Both secoadm’y slmcture
and accessibility are consezved between 3D homolognes
with significant pah’wise sequence identity (Rost and
Sander 1994b, Rost, et al. 1994). This conservation can
succe__ssfully be used for predictions. One way is to feed
information derived from multiple sequence alignments as
input into neural network systems (Post and Sander
1993b, Rost and Sander 1994a, Rost and Sander 1994b).
The neural network predictions (PHDsec, PHDacc) were
used as input to the threading procedure. (Note: the
predictions used for threading were obtained by orosx-
vali,~tlon, i.e. SOUS had not been used to ffaln the neural
networks used for 1D predictions.)

Adjusting free parameters for alignment
Basing the comparison matrix on data base counts. Two
strings can be aligned by simply matching identical
character pairs. However, to effectively align protein
sequences, matches have to be weighted (Altschul 1991,
Dayhoff 1978, Henikoff and Henikoff 1992, McLachlan
1971, Pearson and Lipman 1988). Which is the best
weighting matrix? Some of the proposed comparison
matrices appear favourable, but there is no clearly best
method (Henikoff and Henikoff 1993). The same applies
for the comparison matrix used to align predicted and
observed secondary strucune and accessibility. Various
strategies were explored to find the optimal matrix (Rost
1995). The most successful (data not shown) was to 
data base counts:

Mij = hl Fij- <in F> {[,j }, with Fij = ~ X~

for all i,j = Hb, He, Eb, Ee, Lb, Le, i.e., all states for the
first and second string in the alignment <x> gives the
average ofx over all states i and./, andf are the counts
from the data base. Which data set should be chosen for
counting? Two factors influence TOPITS. First, the
information that is lost by projecting 3D structure onto
ID. Second, the inaccuracy of ID predictions. Thus, it is
a priori not clear whether counts should be based on (i) 
set of structurally aligned homologous pairs (resulting
matrix dubbed M3 in Table 2), or (ii) on a set of predicted
and observed strings for the same protein (i.e. the full
matrix defining the per-residue prediction accuracy of a
prediction method (Rnst and Sander 1993a), called M1 
Table 2).

Choosing gap penalties according to preference in
coverage or correctness. One complication with
dynamic programming is the optimal adjustment of gap
penalties (Vingron and Waterman 1994). The optimal
choice depends on the context, i.e, the particular protein
family. In general, there is a trade-off between coverage
and correctness of detection for the choice of the free gap
parameters gap_open (penalty for opening a gap) and
gap_elongation (penalty for continuing an open gap).
The relative values were not so crucial; all results will be
given for:. gap_elongation = 0.1 x gap_open.
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Sorting the threading list and choosing cut-off
thresholds is crucial. The simple alignment score is not
sufficient to sort the final results, as it depends for
example on the length of the search sequence and the
secondary structure content. To render a value
independent of the specificity of one alignment, the
ali£mmentscore was normalised (Sippl and Jaritz 1994):

zEk - (2)

where Ei is the alignment score E for the hit at position i
of the threading list.

Measuring expected detection accuracy
Definition of simple measures for accuracy in detecting
remote homologues. Given a list of ’true’ remote
homologues and another of predicted homologues,
various measures for accuracy can be def’mecL The most
important is the simplest: how many of the t-u’st hits are
correct?

number of correct trust hits
Qlst = 100 x number of all proteins (3)

Less sU’ict is to cut the alignment list for a given score e.g.
zE at a given threshold 0 and to count the percentage of
correct hits in the l~rr~ininS list~

N correct first hits with zE > 0
Qo = 100 x N hits with zE > 0

(4)

Data set for evaluation
The expected prediction accuracy depends on the data set
chosen for evaluation. So far, most publications on
thre~_ ing used only several Tavourite test cases’. Such a
procedure is rather arbiWary. A more reasonable approach
would be to select alist of unique proteins (Hobohm and
Sander 1994, Holm and Sander 1994b), to c(anpile for
each of these proteins all remote homologues by sU’ucUa’al
alignment, and then to compare the tl~_~inS results with
the list of all remote homologues found. Here, a
preliminary realisation of this concept was pursued. The
results given were based on structural alignments of 46
protein chains (with 384 aligned pairs in total, Table 1;
the list is still too small for a standard set; a more
comprehensive list is being collected).

matrix go
PDB M3 3
PDB M3 5

PHI) MI 1
PHD MI 3
PHD MI $
PHI) MI 8

PHI) Mlsym 3
PHI) Mlinv 3

PHD M3sep 3
PHD M3 3
PHI) M3 5
PHI) M3 8

Qtst eq. (3)
for rank

1 2
26 26
18 27

10 21
15 30
21 28
23 17

19 19
17 17

19 21
17 23
15 19
15 17

Qo (eq. (4)
for 0 =

3 2
59 41
52 36

25 21
47 30
41 34
44 34

39 25
36 27

59 22
25 20
41 29
41 35

Qlst eq. (3) for filter with:
length alignment I length seq 2 >

0.8 0.7 0.6 0-5 0.4
26 24 26 28 31
22 16 13 13 13

23 19 15 10 10
28 30 23 15 15
26 28 26 19 17
21 28 26 21 23

23 28 28 23 23
19 23 23 23 21

17 15 15 15 21
21 23 28 21 19
19 19 17 13 17
15 13 10 8 13

Table 2: Accuracy in detecting remote homologues
Both for an alignment of PDB with PDB (optimal ID threading)
and a TOPITS alignment of PHD with PDB (prediction with
observation), the detection accuracy is given for various
comparison matrices, gap open penalties and different thresholds
for cutting off the list. All values are percentage averages over
46 threading experiments (Table I).

Abbreviations for comparison matrices: M3, counts based on
structural alignments: Nil , counts based on comparing
predictions of 1D with observations; Mlinvij = M lfi, i.e.,
transposed of M1; Msymlij =(Mlfi+Mlij)/2, i.e. symmetrical

average between MI and Mlinv; MJsep, matrix optimising the
separation between random alignments and x~note homologue~
(Rnst 1995).

Abbreviations for scores: go ; gap open penalty; rank I and
rank 2, percentage of proteins for which the correct hit was at
rank 1 or 2 of the threading list; norm(z) > n, all hits i, with
z(i) ¯ n + 0.006 * length of alignment (where 0.006 is 
empirical constant derived to linearly fit the distribution of the 7..
score vs. the alignment length), numbers given are: percentage
of all correct hits for that cut-off; filter for length of aligned
sequence: percentages of correct fin’st ranking hits for that filter.
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Figure 2: Rank of first correct hit
The rank of the first correctly detected remote homologue vs. the
cumulative percentage of proteins for which that rank had been
first. Results for an alignment of PDB with PDB (matrix M3
(Table 2), gap-open ffi3); and of PHD with PDB (matrix 
(Table 2), gap-open = 3, 5, 8). For example, for half of 
proteins, the correct hit ranked among the first three hits
detected by TOP1TS (go=5).

Results

Loss of distance information by ID projection is crucial.
When the thre~0ing was performed using known strings
of secondary su’ucture and relative solvent accessibifity as
search strings (optimal prediction scenario: PDB against
PDB), the percentage of correct hits above a given z-score
cut-off (eq. 4) was at best some 60% (Table 2). Without
applying a filter, the percentage of correct first hits (eq. 3)
was only some 25%. Thus, the fold motif was captured
by 1D information, but for the majority of cases the
projection onto 1D reduced the information too
drastically. Prediction of secondary su’uctm~ and solvent
accessibility rates at some 60-80% accuracy. This error
margin was reflected, as well, in 1D threading (PHD
against PDB): the percentage of correct hits above a given
z-score cut-off (eq. 4) was about 40%, and the percentage
of correct flu’st hits about 20%, i.e. the accuracy falls into
the range of 60-80% of the optimal performance. For
more fhan 40% of the proteins, the first or second hit was
correct (Table 2), for about 60% the correct hit was
among the first six predicted homologues (Figure 2).

Most successful comparison matrix reflects
inaccuracy of 1D prediction. For different scoring
matrices, detection accuracy varied by four percentage
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points for the first correct hit; the percentage of correedy
detected homologaes fez a given z-score cut-off varied by
about 11 percentage points (Table 2). Three results stick
out from analysing the performance for various
comparison matrices. First, ti~ most su~_~l matrix
was the one for which the counts (eq. 1) had been based
on the perforr~nce of the 1D neural network predictions
(MI in Table 2). Second, a dramatically incorrect
strategy such as simply using the transposed of the best
matrix (M1) had a relatively small effect on the de~’fion
accm’~y. "I’nis was surprising as the best matrix was not
symmetric (indeed the symmetric average between the
best matrix M1 and its transposed resulted in the lowest
accuracy, Table 2). Third, the highest percentage of
correct hits above a given z-score cut-off (eq. 4), yielded 
matrix that had been optimised to distinguish between
random alignments and 3D homologues (Rost 1995).

Best results for gap open penalty of five. Changing
the gap open penalty from one to eight increased the
percentage of correct ru~t hits from 10 to 23% (Table 2).
These numbers over-e.mph.q~ise the influence of the gap
penalty. When considering a histogram of the correct
ranking among the first 10 alignment hits, the alignment
proved relatively stable (Figure 3b). Overall a gap open
penalty of five was found to be best (Figure 3b, Table 2).
One encouraging result was that too low gap penalties
were obvious without knowledge about the ’true’
homologues, e.g., a gap open penalty of one resulted in
alignments with too rn~ny insertions, on average, every
third residue was a gap.

z-scores of correct hits do depend on alignment
length. The rational behind introducing the alignment z-
score (eq. 1) had been to render scores independent of for
example the alignment length. However, the z-scores of
the first correct hits did depend on alignment length. "I]3e
z-scores could be fitted by a linear function of alignment
length; the ratio z-score/alignment length was 0.006 (a
similar result appears to hold for other threading
approaches, as well, Michael Braxenthaler, Manfred
Sippl, David Eisenberg, private communications). "lois
linear fit was used to determine the thresholds for
computing the percentage of correct predictions above a
given cut-off (eq. 4). The percentage of correct hits above
a z-score of 3 (+0.006 * alignment length) was about 40%
for the best comparison matrix (M1) with a gap penalty 
five (the highest value was 47%, Table 2).

Improvement of correct first hits to 25-30% by
filtering the list. Visual inspection of the threading
alignments revealed that false positives could often be
spotted simply by ignoring all hits for which the aligned
protein was much longer than the alignment. This was
successfully used to automatically filter the threading list.
The effect of such a simple procedure was an
improvement to some 25-30% correct first hits. This
result raised the hope that by appropriately filtering the
threading list, detection accuracy could be improved
furthermore. However, prelhninaty results were negative,
so far.
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Figure 3: Correct predictions for first ten hits
The percentage of correct hits (averaged over all 46 proteins
Table 1) at each of the first ten positions of the final TOPITS
alignment is given for (a) different f’dtering values (length 

alignment I length of aligned sequence, values given > 0, i.e. no
filter; ¯ 0.8, ̄  0.7, and >0.6); and (b) for gap-open penalties
between one and eight. For all results the comparison matrix
was MI (Table 2).

Further improvement by combining TOPITS and sequence
alignment. The anticipated scenario for using a
combh~at_ion of 1D structure and sequence alignments was
to start with a sequence alignment, and then to tune on the
1D structure contribution stepwise. The hope was that
correct hits would tonic on, say, the first 10 positions in all
alignment lists, i.e., that the stability of a hit - not
necessarily the fin-st - could be used to gain detection
reliability. Only two examples are picked out to illuswate
the possible benefit of a combination: the TU-elongation
factor (letu) and the o’yptophan synthase (lwsy). 
both, TOPITS found a correct hit at position four of the
list (5p21 for letu, and 21iv for lwsy). Using a 50:50
mixture of ID structure:sequence, ras (5p21) appeared 
the top of the TU-elongafion factor list, and the
periplasmic binding protein ranked atposition three of the
tryptophan synthase list. Furthermore, in both cases, the
combination of the two different alignment lists (structure
only, su-ucune + sequence), would have given not only
the correct f’h-st hit, but as well a correct second and third
hit. (Note: all hits were in the range of <15% pairwise
sequence identity, i.e., undetectable for sequence
alignment, alone.) For such a 50:50 mixture the
percentage of correct hits above a z-score of three was
more than 65%.

Conclusions

Yet another threading approach? The qtfick reader may
be confused by the similarity of TOP1TS and the first
threading approaches (Bowie, et al. 1990, Bowie, et al.
1991, Scharf 1989)in terms of states (six) and underlying
descriptions of 3D structure (secondary structure,
accessibility). However, the difference is a principle one.
Conventional threading methods descn2~ 3D stmctmes in
terms of proffies or potentials to fit locally (over a given
range of residues) into a given 3D structure. The
alignment of predicted and observed secondary strectt~
and accessibility (TOPITS) starts from a profile-
independent, full prediction of aspects of 3D structure.
This has two consequences for the strength of TOPITS.
First, the cooperativity of protein s~ucture is t~kea into
account, as the alignment is not done by gliding windows.
Second, TOPITS enables the prediction of remote
homology for a pair of sequences both nnknown in 3D
structure, thus permitting to possibly predict function of
two proteins that cannot be aligned based on sequence
information, only.

Are 1D structure motifs sufficient to detect remote
homologues? Aligning strings of observed secondary
structure and solvent accessibility mutually (optimal
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wediction) yielded more than 50% correctly predicted
remote 3D homolognes, when the alignment list were cut
off at a pre-defined (length dependen0 threshold for the
alignment z-score. However, only every fourth hit that
ranked first in the alignment list was correct. Thus, even
the best-case scenario of 1D threading is rather unreliable.
Aligning 1D predictions and observed 1D strings,
decreased the detection accuracy to about 20%. The
reduction from 25% to 20% compares well with the
expected accuracy of 1D predictions. Encouraging was
that the correct remote homologue ranked in more than
70% of the cases among the first ten hits. As for all
threading approaches, the obstacle for TOPITS was to
reduce the number of false positives, or in other words to
appmwiately sort the resulting alignment list.

Can the alignment list be filtered or resorted? The
most simple and effective way to filter the alignment fist
was to consider as correct hits only those for which the
aligned sequence contained less than 0.6-0.8 times more
residues than the alignment of that sequence with the
search sequence. The resulting accuracy for a correctly
detected remote homologue ranking at the first position of
the alignment reached 30%. A further improvement by
similar filters and a resorting of the result list based on a
differently compiled z-score (Sippl and Jaritz 1994)
appears to be feasible.

How stable are the alignments with respect to free
parameters? The results enabled to favour one
comparison matrix and one value for the gap open penalty
over others. As final gap-open penalty five was chosen,
and as final cc~nparison matrix the one that was based on
counts reflecting the 1D (PHD) prediction accuracy. The
strucune-derived matrix was inferior to that matrix. This
was surprising, as the dominant shortcoming for TOPITS
was not the limited accuracy of 1D prediction, but the loss
of information by projecting 3D structure onto ID.
Although, optimal values could be distinguished,
performance accuracy was not too sensitive with respect
to a small change of the free parameters.

Can TOPITS be combined with sequence alignments?
Preliminary results indicate that a combination of 1D
structure and sequence alignment could improve the
accuracy of detecting remote homologues. This
promising trend will have to be cont’umed. Different
relative contributions of sequence and 1D structure
alignments could be combined by a set of logical rules to
increase the refiability of the method further.

Can 1D predictions be used to predict other aspects of
3D structure? Yes, remote 3D homologues can be
detected, but only at best every third automatically
detected hit is correct. Mean-force potential based
threading approaches, at least, the more elaborated ones
(Sippl and Jaritz 1994, Sippl and Weitckus 1992), may 
more accurate (no analysis of any threading method has
so far been based on a larger data set, thus, there is no
data for comparisons available, yet). However, this does
not at all imply that TOPITS is useless. Three scenarios
could make TOPITS become an important contribution to
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improved threading methods. First, conventional
threading consumes approximately ten times more CPU
time. As the correct hit ran~ in some 80% of the cases
among the first 20 hits (Figure 2), TOPITS could be used
as a fast pre-screoning. Second, even when conventional
approaches implicitly predict secondary strucu~re and
accessibility, TOPITS uses completely different
information than potential based threading. Various
independent threading metho<h could be combined to
yield much more reliable threJ~d~g results, but this has yet
to be woven. Third. in contrast to other 0u’eading
methods, TOPITS could predict remote homology for a
pair of proteins both unknown in 3D structure. Thus, it
could be of use to extent the range of sequence alignments
for the prediction of, e.g., protein funclion.
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